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Background - St Neots Museum Building Information March 2012 

Site occupied by malting and wagon yard of Day & Son's Priory Brewery.  Former police station and 

Police Inspectors house, built in 1860, set back from the road at rear of the present building and now 

obscured by the later magistrate’s court.   

 

Referred to in 1865 St Neots Almanack as ‘lately erected. 

1871 improvements made to the magistrate’s room including addition of a platform 

Police Inspectors house at rear of the present building, now hidden by the present buildings. 

1877 the Local Board held their meetings in the court room, and by 1900 the U.D.C. also held meetings 

in the court room.  

 

In 1900 layout of court was reversed and what had been the magistrates' retiring room became the 

witnesses' room, the north end of the building, a new magistrates room was built at the south end 

(possibly where the entrance to the museum is now?). 

Cell block remodelled in 1907. 

 

The building became the headquarters of the A.R.P. in St Neots Urban and Rural Districts during the 

first part of WWII, and the platform which held the Air Raid Siren is still in place on the roof of the 

building.  

 

The building was used as a police station until 1969, and as a Magistrates Court until end of 1990, 

when court moved to Huntingdon. Prisoners kept in cells for short periods while awaiting court 

appearances throughout this time. Also used to hold those suspected of a crime or 'drunk and 

disorderly' overnight until 1969.  Nothing remains of original fittings in rest of building, but the 

exterior is almost unchanged from Victorian period, although altered and the front wall, railings and 

hedge all now gone. 

 

St Neots Poisoner, Walter Horsford in Jan. 1898 killed his cousin Mrs Annie Holmes who lived in New 

Street, St Neots, appeared first at St Neots Magistrates Court then Huntingdon Assizes, hung at 

Cambridge 2nd July 1898. 

 

 Information from St Neots by C. F. Tebbutt, first published 1982.  

 

Pre-Investigation Conditions  
 
Weather conditions: 
Intermittent rain; no wind; slightly chilly   
 
Ambience: 
Extraneous noise: neighbouring pub (i.e. loud music and people); occasional sirens; shouting/singing 
in the street; some light traffic.  

Investigation Report  

 

Investigation Site St Neots Museum 

Investigation Date 04.10.20 

Report By Andrew Fazekas 

Team Members Andy F, Rachel D, Marie, Ben T, Marc W  
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Internal: air conditioning units switching on/off intermittently; clocks ticking; intermittent creaking of 
floorboards. 

 

Pre- Investigation 
St Neots Museum is situated centrally within St Neots, Cambridgeshire and is approximately fifty miles 
north of London. At first glance you would think that it is a sleepy commuter town however it is 
anything but, even during these Covid 19 restrictions and regulations. Live music blasts out from the 
nearby town centre pubs and it appears to have a vibrant nightlife with plenty of party and pub goers 
about. The only bonus this year was that all the pubs would be required by law to close at 22:00 hours 
enabling the members of Luton Paranormal Society to complete a thorough investigation without the 
worry of too much noise pollution. Something that had somewhat hindered previous investigation 
attempts in the past. 

07:58 Setup and chat with curator, Liz, in the old Courtroom 
While some members prepare their equipment and experiments, Dee is acutely aware of the 
impression of someone writing frantically, as well as the smell and sound of paper. This impression is 
extraordinarily strong.  Dee sits and tries to filter out the distractions around her.  She ‘hears’ the name 
“Rose”.  A few minutes later she ‘hears’ sung prayers, possibly in Latin.   
 
 
The walkthrough/tour with Liz followed by equipment setup 
During the walkthrough Dee is not aware of a presence per se but is very aware of changes in energy 
in certain areas of the building.  The police cells and adjoining corridors feel different to the rest of the 
building, but this is likely to be partly psychological and partly physical.  Other energetic hotspots for 
Dee are: the area near the encased skeleton purportedly of a monk [could this be related to the sung 
prayers Dee was ‘hearing’ during setup?], the staircase and the area upstairs containing the baby 
items.   
 
During the walkthrough Dee continues to make notes.  While Liz shows us, the area containing the 
thatched roof at the top of the stairs, Dee psychically sees the number 14 and notes that “14 is 
significant”. Just after this, Liz takes us into the next room, which contains an ancient parish chest.  
She says that it is 15th Century (i.e. the 1400s).  This could be the link with “14”, or mere coincidence, 
of course! 
 
Back in the café area (our base) Dee ‘hears’ the names “Robert” and “John[son?]”.   
 
20:37 Dee and Mark are tasked with finding a suitable area for pre-vigil meditation.  They agree that 
the central room, containing tables, chairs, and display furniture, is the room with the least 
‘atmosphere’ and is also the area less likely to be contaminated by noise from outside the building. 
 
20:40 hours team members Ben and Racheal were requested by Andy to conduct Emf Meter readings 
with the assistance of the K2 Emf meter to identify potential hotspots at different areas within the 
museum. Although no noticeable drops in temperature were identified Racheal had become slightly 
uneasy within a room on the first floor which was dedicated towards farming and we would refer to as 
the Farming room which at the time she stated reminded her of Ramsey Rural museum and Ben had 
felt drawn towards a baby cot situated within the Victorian room. Other than this nothing else was 
particularly picked up or sensed and at  

20:49 - Marc Records Heavy EMF Readings in The Cell Area. Meter Is Locked to Red, Indicating High 
Activity; Readings are between 1.10 - 1.60. 

20:52 - Marc and Dee Feel That They Are Being Watched. Marc Records Heavy EMF Readings In 
The Cell Area. Meter Is Locked to Red, Indicating High Activity; Readings are between 1.50 - 2.60. 

Temperature Is Recorded As 66.5°F (19°C.) 
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Trigger Experiments  
Trigger experiments were set up in the museum including two toys cars and one set of coins all in 
different areas. 
 
21:00 – 21.15 Central Room meditation 

The first of several Silent Vigils with a short meditation took place in a room which at this time is not 
currently being used by the museum for exhibits but more of in a storage capacity and is situated on 
the ground floor between the entrance foyer and a room that the team would refer to throughout the 
night as the Skeleton room. 

After about 5 mins into the meditation Racheal began to experience some spiritual energy, she 

describes this as a head rush causing her temperature to rise, causing her forehead to sweat, this 

started affecting her breathing as she describes her breathing getting faster than normal. Racheal also 

experienced a prickly sensation down her left side of her arm and face, she stated this lasted for a 

minimum of 20 secs before leaving her. 

When the meditation was finished others within the group experienced individual sensations however 
Dee described to the group similar sensations to what Racheal described. 

During the session Dee is slightly distracted by extraneous noise from the nearby pub and finds it 
difficult to meditate deeply.  However, she does experience three things: 
 

1. A sense of being on a bridge and shouting about a flood. 
 
2. Feeling suddenly extremely hot and sweaty, with a prickling sensation up the arms, chest, and 

face. 

 

3. ‘Seeing’ a group of 6 or 7 children standing in a semi-circle watching us. 
 
21:24 – 21:40 Séance Skeleton Room 

The team made their way into the room referred to throughout the evening as the Skeleton room. This 
being since the museum displays a Skeleton in a glass cabinet that is believed to have been 
excavated in the area at some point and is believed to be hundreds of years old.  

It is worth noting that there is significant noise pollution from the nearby pub – music and voices. 
Also, air conditioning units switch on and off intermittently causing breezes and temperature changes. 
 
Dee does not want to participate directly in the séance so observes from the side of the area near the 
stairs, alongside Ben – who is using the FLIR thermal camera.  Mark is on the far side of the area 
seated in the doorway of the corridor to the police cells.  Mark’s EMF alarm is going crazy prior to the 
start of the séance and he notes a sudden drop in temperature. 
 
Dee places her digital voice recorder in the centre of the séance circle, comprising Andy, Maria and 
Racheal – there is also an artificial battery-operated candle in lieu of a real one!  
 
The purpose of the next experiment was that of a 'Séance' which for safety reasons was only 
participated in by team members Andy, Marie and Racheal with Ben acting as 'Safety' who was also 
holding the thermal camera! Team members Dee and Marc were to be observers. 

The thermal imaging camera was able to pick up several anomalies however these were eventually 
discounted as being reflections caused by the light reflecting on the glass museum cabinets. One 
anomaly that could not be explained or discounted though was that Racheal appeared to be ice cold 
from the chest area downwards no matter what angle the thermal imaging camera was pointed out 
despite Andy and Marie remaining at a constant temperature throughout the Séance. 

Racheal experienced temperature changes within this séance feelings of heat, Racheal spoke of 

feeling the temperature change feeling hot within her upper body, lower regains never pick up on the 
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hot temperature changes. Ben using the thermal scan he detected some abnormalities and discussed 

this with group. Ben told Racheal that her top half of her body was hot, thermal scan picking up the 

heat however her lower body was showing to be freezing? no heat detected from her lower body at all. 

Ben explained to the team there being a line that separated the temperature differences within her 

body. Strange?? 

Racheal witnessed Maria explaining that she felt to let go something was impressing on her to feel this 

way??  

 

The following are excerpts from Dee’s voice recording, memory and written notes: 
 
21:20 recording started 
 
Andy begins the séance with an opening prayer. 
Dee feels strongly that The Lord’s Prayer should also be said. 
 
21:25 - Dee Notices Strong Activity Near Coffin 
 
21:27 Racheal mentions that she feels hot – her head is sweating – and Maria has a back pain 
 
21:28 - Marc Feels A Sharp Temperature Drop for Several Seconds. (12.5°C / 54.5°F), Temperature 
Was Originally 19.5°C / 67.1°F) 
 
Dee Reports Noticing A Possible Shadow. 
 
21:29 On Dee’s recording there is the sound of something falling/clattering, but no one reacts to it or 
marks it on the recording, which is odd! 
 
Racheal mentions that she feels cool again. 
 
Dee and Ben note an anomaly on the thermal camera around Racheal – her bottom half is clearly 
delineated as cold – as though a line has been drawn just below her breast area – while the top half is 
warm, but not as warm as the other members’ signatures.   
 
Dee and Ben also debunk several possible anomalies as being reflections of members on the 
surrounding glass display cases. 
 
21:30  Andy: “Bob.  I got Bob.  Robert.”   

[Note: Dee had written “Robert” on her notepad at 20:24!] 
21:34 Maria:  Someone is telling me to break the circle. 

21:36 - Marc Feels Another Sharp Temperature Drop for Several Seconds 
21:38 - Ben and Dee Notice A Possible Figure 

 
Dee reads out the closing prayer, and once again feels strongly that The Lord’s Prayer should be 
spoken. 
 
Recording ended at 21:43 
At the conclusion of the Séance the team took the opportunity to take a quick ten-minute break before 
heading off individually to conduct their own silent vigils and individual experiments of choice.  
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1st Individual Investigation 

Dee  
Goes to photograph the trigger objects (coins) placed by Maria on the bench in the middle police cell.  
Mark accompanies her.  En route back to base, Mark’s EMF meter goes crazy the alarm sounding 
while crossing the threshold from police cells corridor to reception.   
 
Ben 

Team member Ben made his way back the School room and Victorian room on the first floor but was 
unable to sense anything of note the second time around. Ben made the decision to return to the 
ground floor of the museum and return to the old Police cells which was an area that whilst conducting 
the initial Emf meter experiments earlier in the evening he had failed to pick anything up on. 

Andy 

Andy was conducting infrared and thermal imaging experiments in the corridor area. 

 

Racheal  

Racheal decides to sit in the room where the team did their meditation at the start of the investigation 

and undertake an EVP experiment. 

Racheal starts by saying I here to see who is trying to contact her. EVP captured 00m 

40sec/00m44sec male faint were contacting you Racheal  

Racheal asks is there a spirit in this room with me now? 00m49sec /00m50 female 2 with you  

EVP captured 00m50 sec/00m 54secs male and female both speaking here I hear its 2 with you 

Racheal forever  

Racheal comments on hearing some talking through the headphones. EVP captured male 0059/1m00 

secs Kiss 

EVP captured 1m05/1m08 sec male kiss mum kiss  

Racheal asks spirit to come sit next to her,  

EVP captured whilst you hear someone flush the toilet 1m33sec/1m34sec male I am sitting. 

EVP captured 1m37sec/1m39 secs male clear Let me cuddle Racheal 

EVP captured 1m49secs/1m51 female gorgeous hair 

EVP captured 1m54sec/1m56 secs female come here Racheal 

EVP 1m57sec/1m58sec female Racheal they are here next to?    Not sure if they say next to my arm? 

EVP captured 2m13 secs/2m16 female Racheal natural at this 

EVP captured 2m18secs/2m20sec male x3 Racheal  

Racheal asks is there something you want to say to me? OMG!!! EVP captured 2m24sec/2m28esc 

fuck you Racheal pause I would 

EVP captured 2m45sec/2m47secs male you are hot 

EVP captured 2m58sec/2m59 sec faint male you gorgeous within 

EVP captured 2m38sec /2m50 male faint can you stop helping to mock me stop helping. 

Racheal asks spirit where you draw to me for a reason earlier? 

Commented [RD1]: 34 
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EVP captured straight after question, 3m06 sec/3m09sec male couple of reason actually 

Racheal asks did you like using my energy earlier. 

EVP captured 3m14secs/3m15 male/women you choose your energy Racheal 

EVP captured 3m58/3m59 male older kiss 

Racheal asks do you want to tell me something. 

EVP captured 4m40 sec/4m45ses I cannot make out the rest 4m50sec male/female hello Racheal you 

have to be here with us.       4m58 I hear cannot help us were gone. 

 It is almost like they are singing something it goes on to 5m18sec???? Andy you will have to see what 

this is about?? Racheal comments saying I do not know if that is you speaking or the water? 

Straight after she comments on this EVP captured faint 5m20/5m24sec were there with you Racheal 

don’t you know Racheal almost has a rhythm to this at the end like singing last part. 

Racheal asks can you raise my temperature again? 

EVP captured 5m42sec/5m46sec female no we cannot Racheal 

EVP captured 5m54sec/59sec female faint but clear happy looking at you Racheal 

Racheal asks can you tell me your name?  

EVP 6m21sec/6m22sec faint Edward child’s voice 

EVP 6m23sec/6m26 Faint I am watching you Racheal child 

Just come out of the toilet EVP captured 0014sec/00m16secs female Racheal prayer upstairs 

EVP captured 00m16sec/00m20 sec female same voice go on warn mum male yes female I want this  

EVP  00m21sec/00m24sec male hate to tell you this mum in the air 

Racheal meets up with mark by the cells and she hears a voice through the headphones.  

Racheal asks mark did you hear that, he replies yes, Racheal stops recording to go back and check if 

anything was captured on the recording. EVP captured 3m05sec/3m07sec male I am Lewis  

Mark in the police Cell 

21:48 - Camera Is Deactivated Despite Having Plenty of Battery Power and Having No Human 
Interaction 

22:05 - Marc Records Heavy EMF Readings in The Cell Area / Reception. Meter Is Locked to Red, 
Indicating High Activity; Readings are 1.10 And Over. 

Dee Witnesses and Documents With Photo. 

Marc Is Unable to Switch Off The EMF Meter Manually And Needs To Remove And Reinstall The 
Battery 

 

22:30 Middle Police Cell - Equipment used Dee with the Ovilus, and Racheal with the digital 

recorder. 

Dee uses the Ovilus .and we all hear Mark’s EMF alarm sounding.  

 Olivus speaks the number 15 to which Ben asks is there 15 spirits here? EVP captured of a male in 

response to Bens question Yeah at 1m39 sec / 1m40 sec on Racheal’s Recorder  
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Dee questioned are you 15 years old? EVP captured of a male, yeah there is 1m53 sec/ 1m54 sec on 

Racheal’s Recorder. Words now coming through the ovilus. 

(Seek) (Travel) (Highway) (Video)(Saw) (Tilt) (Life) (Rate) (Tin) (Although) (Zoo) (Kiss) all come 

through the olivus .Some words acknowledged by the team as they seem to be connected to the 

group travelling to the investigation and Andy’s SLS  camera being tilted previously. 

Many questioned asked by the team however no response at this time. 

EVP captured a male Kiss at 3m 52 sec/ 3m 53 sec recorded on Racheal’s Recorder 

Maria asks what is your name? EVP captured male who you call bot? at 4m 29 sec /4m 30sec. on 

Racheal’s Recorder This EVP very loud deep voice echoed like in the cell with us. 

Ben questioned were you a police officer here? EVP captured male in here 4m 45 sec / 4m46 sec 

Racheal asks how many people are in this room right now? 

EVP captured male I see nothing squeak sounds x2  see nothing  7m 31 sec/ 7m 34 whispered 

Racheal hears this through the headphones and comments on hearing whispers, others in the group 

comment it’s probably Andy and Marc. 

Racheal asks who is whispering?? EVP Captured straight after question male Jesus 7m36 /7m37 on 

Racheal’s Recorder 

Ovilus (climb) EVP captured male deep voice very clear who are you 7m 43 sec/ 7m 44 on Racheal’s 

Recorder 

As Ben says climb you like to climb up? EVP captured female climb 7m46/ 7m47 quick faint but clear. 

7m48 Andy loses power whilst he is trying to sort out SLS camera, Racheal tells the group she is 

hearing whispering again. The team think this is Andy and Marc whispering. 

Ovilus  (Now) (metal) (Jim) (count) ( DEE)  Dees name was called which was relevant. 

Dee begins to count to 10 on the count of 7 EVP captured male six 9m10/9m11 was this spirit 

counting how many of us in total??  

Ovilus (disaster) (wide) (store) (uncle) 

EVP captured male 10m29sec/10m31sec switch off who are you? 

 Dee mentions to the group she is not sure how the ovilus works, that it throws out words when energy 

changes is that right?  

EVP captured male 10m33 sec/10m33 Yes in response to Dee. EVP captured male low voice 

10m34sec/10m 36sec switch off on Racheal’s Recorder 

Whilst talking to Dee, Ben saw a shadow which appeared to travel from the left of the cell door to the 

right and what appeared to be in the corridor. Ben could not explain what he had seen. 

 EVP captured male 11m13 sec /11m14sec who are you as ben just saying about what he see. Dee 

asks it wasn’t her was it, thinking it was her shadow maybe? EVP captured male low tone  

11m22sec/11m23 sec around you Racheal asks did ben just see you?  

EVP captured breath of a male 11m27 sec/11m28 on Racheal’s recorder. t appears not to be Ben as 

you hear him speak near the same time. Marc’s detector going off in the background Ovilus (linger) 

team understand this as spirit wanting to stay around. Ben comments on something setting off marc’s 

detector EVP captured male 11m53sec loud whisper Yeah in response to mark. Racheal comments 

on hearing whispers through the headphones. 
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Ovilus  (Business) (award) (Down)(lay)(sold)(eat) 

Ben talks about it being interesting seeing the shadow figure and whatever caused the alarm to go off 

out in the corridor with Andy and Marc. 

 EVP captured male loud and clear 13m59sec/14m00sec Olivus I do not think this Andy but not 100 

%??? 

14m 02 Andy in the background shouts just gone, not sure but he may have lost power this could have 

been connected to the EVP captured? 

Maria ask what is your name? EVP captured 14m23sec/14m24secs male whisper Marcus 

EVP captured strange sound like someone blowing on a milk bottle 14m33sec straight after Racheal 

mentions feeling a cold breeze come close to her. 

Olivus (haste) All decide to move into corridor (Pluto) 

EVP captured marc mentions he’s detector is going off again, 15m22sec/15m25secs male clear I am 

moving towards you on Racheal’s recorder 

EVP 15m49secs/15m50sec child’s voice audio done 

EVP captured as the team acknowledge maria still in the cell 15m56sec/1m57sec male whisper clear 

ok Racheal 15m58 sec feels a cold breeze rush near her. 

Racheal speaks of the cold air she experienced, and her digital recorder loses sound going muffled 

recording level reduces 16m05 sec strange whistle is captured whilst this is going on. 

16m35 whilst discussing warm air marc’s detector goes off. 

EVP captured 16m43sec/16m44sec male kiss 

Olvilus (haste)(mummy)(mercury)  

22:41 - Andy And Marc Notice the SLS Switch Off on Its Own, Despite Having 75% Battery Power. 

22.46 - Marc Records Heavy EMF Readings in The Cell Area / Reception. Meter Is Locked to Red, 
Indicating High Activity; Readings are 1.14 And Over. 

Andy Witnesses and Other Members Also Hear the Meter's Audible Alarm Sounding 

End of the cell area investigation 

 

22.50-23.00 SB7 and SLS Camera in the Middle Police Cell and Corridor 

Dee and Andy 

Nothing is heard via the SB7. 

At the police corridor/reception threshold, Andy is just trying to work the SLS camera.  Nothing 
appears until the camera is being switched off – a stick figure appears briefly.  Once the camera is 
switched back on, no figure is visible. 

23:00 hours the team once again took the opportunity to have a refreshments break and set up for a 
further vigil to take place in a room that was known to have been used as the original court room.  

 
23.10 – 23.30 Upstairs - Schoolroom Area and Baby Area  
As the team head upstairs EVP captured 00m04 secs male voice heard on Rachels recorder. Ben and 

Racheal do an EMF sweep of the upstairs areas. Nothing picked up with EMF 
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Dee experiences nothing and notes nothing, except that a stick figure appeared briefly on Andy’s SLS 
screen.   
Also, Racheal mentions that she heard the name “Snell” through her headphones while recording. 
 
23:19 - Dee Reports Hearing Shuffling and Hearing A Word Sounding Like "Schnell" (German For 
Quick / Fast.) 

Marc Notes an Information Placard on A Women by The Name Of "Gwenda Vera Hill" (1929 - 1996.) 

23: 23 - Andy, Dee And Marc Notice the SLS Switch Off on Its Own, Despite Having About 40% 
Battery Power. 

 
 
Cot room/ chest room results on Rachels Recorder 

EVP captured 00m29 male strange sounding voice how do  

EVP captured 00m33sec female clear hello 

EVP captured as mark speak to the lady of the event, she asks us to let her know when we have our 

next break, 00m50/00m53 male can you let us know can you  

EVP Captured 1m35sec/1m37 sec female laugh giggle as ben and I mention the heat changes in the 

cot room. 

EVP captured 1m55secs/1m56 female clear its warm in here  

Joined by maria she is on the stairs  

EVP captured Ben in the room like Ramsey and says he is drawn to the cot room he states he will put 

his pad on the floor and see? We stand in silence Before he completes what he says 7m26secs/ 

7m29sec female you are handsome  

Marc’s detector going off 

Ben asks Racheal does she still felt uneasy in this room, Racheal explains it is just the look reminded 

her then EVP captured 8m 32sec female of that evening, then I say of that evening meaning Ramsey. 

Spirit seem to finish of her sentence before she finished. Racheal continues to say how she felt saying 

the room made her feel like… EVP captured 8m36 male they are up here it’s strange but spirits 

response was correct that how it did make her feel she stated. 

Maria sitting on the stairs she commented on feeling someone on the stairs, EVP captured 8m50 

sec/8m51 loud male voice I’m there confirming maria feeling someone on the stairs 

Heading to the school room Ben tells Andy about the heaters coming on and off automatically. EVP 

captured 9m33sec/9m36  

male whisper but clear they don’t count now Racheal comments on hearing whispers through 

headphones. 

EVP captured 9m40sec/9m41sec male loud I am what you got 

Dee joins ben and Racheal as they wait to go into the school room, ben ask Dee did you get much? 

Dee comments on feeling static energy that’s it, EVP captured 10m01sec/10m02sec male clear I’m 

with you Dee continues to talk of her experience, of getting a feeling of chills, she was explaining 

where Andy was when felt this. EVP captured 10m 38s/10m39sec male Andy. 

All the team head towards the desk room with SLS camera marc asks should he try his trigger ball. 

EVP captured 12m24secs faint whisper yeah 
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Racheal saying to herself did she press record on her digital camera, EVP captured 12m48sec/12m49 

sec female no Racheal comments on hearing whispers. 

Andy asks if any children are here come sit at the desk EVP captured 13m37/13m40 faint child not in 

school  

Andy uses SLS camera nothing picked up yet, he asks can you show yourself with the candles EVP 

captured 14m40 faint male no  

As every in the team feels as nothing is getting picked up EVP captured 14m51sec/14m54 clear sneak   

child murmur sound followed 

Team decide to leave this room 

Team: Dee and Andy 
As the investigators leave the schoolroom area to make their way back to the Café Area, just at the 
top of the stairs, Dee hears a distinct shuffling noise from the area containing the baby items.  As Dee 
and Andy are the last to get to the stairs (and everyone else has gone down), Andy takes the SLS into 
the Baby Area and he and Dee witness a small stick figure appear briefly on the highchair!  Nothing 
else happens.   
 

23.39-00.02 Vigil and Ovilus Session in The Old Courtroom (Café Area) 
 
During the vigil Ben was able to pick up on the name of 'Ronald' but not much else. He felt that this 
could be the name of a judge as opposed to a defendant, but no further information was picked up on 
the night. 

It is worth noting that there is significant noise pollution from the nearby pub – music and 
voices on the recording.   

Also, during this session, Ben and Racheal place their EMF meters in different areas and both 
meters flash intermittently in tandem.  This suggests to Dee the likelihood of the meters 
picking up some kind of regular signal, such as wi-fi, rather than any kind of paranormal 
energy. 

23:44 - Multiple Members Report K2 EMF Meter Showing Four Lights Indicating A Moderate Signal. 

 

23:47 - Dee And Andy Report Camera Issues. 

Both K2 EMF Meters Are Showing Yellow Lights Indicating A Moderate Signal. 

 
Dee experiences a sudden feeling of constriction in the throat, causing her to cough and her 
voice to become hoarse. 
 
23:46 Dee gets (again) the impression of shuffling paper – very strongly.  Writing furiously and 

shifting paper. 
 
23:49 Team discusses where the Judge used to sit in the room – Liz had said somewhere in 

the area where the tea bar currently is.  Ben supposes the defendant would be 
opposite. 

 
23:50  Dee asks who would be sitting where she and Racheal are seated, and Ben reckons it 

would be the clerk.  This makes sense of the “writing furiously and shuffling paper” that 
Dee feels so strongly. 

 
23:52 Ben picks up the name of “Ronald”. 
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23:53 Dee says she is not picking up on a presence – more likely residual energy. 
 
23:54 Andy suggests that we use the Ovilus.  Dee switches it on. 
 Ben thinks that the name “Ronald” is a judge’s name. 
 Dee mentions that she picked up on the name “Rose” earlier but doesn’t think it’s a 

girl’s name – a surname.   
 
23:55 - One Of The K2 EMF Meters Is Showing Yellow Lights Indicating A Moderate Signal. 

 
23:55 Ovilus:  BET 
 Maria:  Were you done for gambling? 
 Ovilus:  TRAP 
 Ben:  Are you trapped here?  Have you not been able to pass over?  Is your name  

Ronald? 
 Ovilus: TEACHER 
 Mark: Did you teach here? 
 Ovilus:  WORM 
 
23:56 Ovilus:  APPLE TREE 
 Ben mentions the mural on a wall in the courtyard is in the shape of a tree. 
 
23:57 Dee:  How many people are in this room right now? 
 Ben: How many spirits are with us? 
 Ovilus: AIM 
 
23:58 Ovilus:  STORY 
 All: Do you want to tell us your story? 
 Ben: We are here to listen. 
 Ovilus: THING 
 Mark: Are you trapped here? 
 
23:59 Mark:  Are we making you uncomfortable? 
 Ben notes that there is a change of temperature at the back of the room. 
 Ovilus: TOTAL 
 Andy’s watch alarm starts beeping!! 
 
00:01 Dee notes that it is incredibly quiet psychically. 
 
 

 

00:08 – 00:036 Vigil and Ovilus Session in the Skeleton Room 
Dee sets her voice recorder, the Ovilus and the artificial candle on the glass case containing the 
skeleton.  Dee is seated on a chair between the skeleton case and a display case.  
Maria is lying on the floor in the centre of the space. 
Mark is seated in the doorway of the police cell corridor. 
Ben and Racheal are standing at the open end of the area; Ben is using the FLIR (as earlier). 
Andy is further back in the area containing the large weighing scales. 
 
The following are excerpts from Dee’s voice recording, memory, and written notes by all team 
members: 
 

Recording started at 00:08  
 
 00:08 Ovilus:  WORDS 
  Dee: Oh yeah…got to say our words, haven’t we? 
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  [Team recites The Lord’s Prayer] 
 
 00:09 Ovilus: COMPOUND 
   AMOUNT 
 
 00:10 Team: What is your name?  You can speak to us through any of these devices. 
  Ovilus: DEPLETE  
  Dee:  Are you going to deplete the batteries? 
 00:11 Racheal:  Can you make a noise to let us know you are here? 
  Ovilus: PLACEBO 
  Mark shouts out; he has been touched from behind. 
  Ovilus: VERONICA 
  Dee: Is that Latin for something? Veronica… 
  Ovilus: ELECTRIC 
  Dee: [to Mark] Are you OK? Where did it touch you? 
 
 00:12 Ovilus: LIGHT 
   SQUEEZE 
  Mark: Yeah! That’s what I felt! 
   Are you out in the corridor? 
  Ovilus: OBSERVE 
  Dee: Are you watching us from the corridor? 
  Ovilus: FOLIAGE 
 
 00:13 Dee: I’m feeling something funny…I’m feeling funny [as in ‘peculiar’]… 
  Mark: I feel a presence behind me. 
  Ben and Racheal debunk the FLIR anomaly as Andy’s reflection in a display case. 
 

00:14 Dee cries out.  The torch she had been holding with both hands between her knees is 
tugged from her hands and thuds to the floor [i.e. no sound of rolling].  Dee is very 
shocked and terrified and cannot see where the torch went.  Ben locates it with the 
FLIR thermal camera; it is on the floor about 4ft from Dee at Maria’s feet, who is lying 
on the floor.  Ben takes a thermal photo and remarks that the torch is bright red [heat]. 

 Ovilus: ENTERED 
 Dee attempts to debunk the redness of the thermal image of the torch as being 

because Dee had been holding it. 
Note: The question is asked did you pull the torch from Dee’s hand and a response is caught 

on Andy’s sound recorder “did you pull the torch from Dee’s hand – Slow Response 
Noo - Which is not the voice of any of the team. 
 
00:15 Dee feels very shaken.  Ben says the thermal torch image is really red. 
 Ovilus:  MULTIPLE 
 Dee cannot believe that the torch has landed so far away.   
 Andy asks if it flew. 
 Dee says it felt like it was tugged out of her hands. 
 Ovilus: LOUD 
 
00:16 Dee is shaking and feels a bit sick [adrenaline/the shock?]. 
 Mark: Do you feel threatened by us? 
 Ovilus: HOLIDAY 
 Dee: That’s never happened to me before… [the torch incident] 
 Mark: [Repeats] Do you feel threatened by us? 
 Dee: Hey, didn’t it [the Ovilus] say ‘light’ earlier? 
 Ovilus: COUNTRY 
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00:18 Ovilus: PLAIN 
 Ben: The torch is still red. 
 Dee picks up the torch – has to leave her seat to do so – and remarks that it doesn’t 

feel warm. 
 Ovilus: BURIED 
 
 
00:19 Ovilus: PAUL 
  RUN 
 Mark: Are these your remains? [skeleton in display case] 
 
00:20 Mark: Were you tried here? 
 Mark cries out – he has been touched on the back again. 
 Andy suggests Racheal swaps places with Mark. 
 
00:21 Ovilus: BEANS 
  SIX [there are six of us!] 
  MOMMY 
 
00:22 Ovilus: FACT 
  BEAT 
  BURN 
 Mark: Is that how you died?  Were you in a fire? 
 Racheal remarks that it’s very cold, particularly in her lap area and feels a cold breeze 

around the top of her. 
 
00:24 Ovilus: LATE 
 Mark: Are you in this room now? 
  Have you attached yourself to one of us? 
 Maria: Can you make a noise to let us know you’re here? 
 Ovilus: PARANORMAL 
  WASH 
  
00:26 Dee: I want to know who pulled the torch out of my hands. Not very nice! 
 Ovilus: PROJECTION 
 Mark says he feels like he’s got something standing next to him [he is now seated near 

the doorway to the Central Room area where we did our meditation earlier]. 
 Ovilus: GREEN 
  DIME 
 Mark: Are you talking about light? 
 
00:27 Ovilus: WHOLE 
 Dee mentions that she is getting numb/tingly feelings down her right leg. 
 
00:28 Ovilus: SHOVE 
 Ben remarks that Mark was shoved twice! 
 
00:29 Ovilus: WAVE 
  
00:30 Ovilus: CHANGE 

Dee: We put change [coins] in the cell! Are you going to take the money? Or move it? 
 
 00:31 Ovilus: KIND 
  Dee: You’re welcome!   Were you in debt? 
  Ovilus: MARKER 
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 00:32 Ovilus: NIGHT 
   WHITE 
 
 00:33 Mark says he feels something on his back.   
  Ben verifies with the FLIR thermal that the areas on either side of Mark are very blue  

[cold]. 
Dee mentions that her leg is tingling again. 

 
00:34 At the same time: 

  Dee: I’ve just heard— 
  Ovilus: DONE 
  Dee: -- “the children”. 
  Ovilus: REWIND 
 

00:36 End of session. 
 
 Recording ended at 00:38 
 

Marc Reports Two Interactions with Something; Pokes in The Back Which Causes Pain. 
Marc Feels A Presence in The Corridor Leading from The Coffin Room to The Cell Area. 
Rachel And Marc Switch Positions. 
Marc Reports Two More Sensations of Something Close to Him Despite Changing Location. 
Vigil Ends 00.38 

 

Upstairs – The Baby Area 
00:51- 00:57 
Team: Ben and Dee 
Dee stands in one doorway and Ben in the other.   
Dee experiences nothing but notes that the air conditioner switches on and off intermittently, the 
smoke alarm flashes, and apart from creaky floorboards, the building is unusually quiet for an old 
building. 
 

Upstairs – The Schoolroom Area 
00:58 – 01:12 
Team: Dee solo (later joined by Ben) 
Nothing happens.  Dee senses no particular energy.  
Ben joins Dee and they briefly discuss the lack of ‘presence’ despite all the historical items in the area. 
 
01.15 2nd Individual Investigation  
Ben meets up with Racheal and Mark, heading into cells with others in the team they decide to sit in 

the cells to see what they could detect. 

EVP captured 2m33secs/2m35sec strange voice male animals we like you though 

EVP captured 2m35sec/2m37sec male we like you Racheal 

Team discussing to sit on the bench Racheal says can we sit on it, EVP captured 2m47sec/2m48sec 

male ok 

Andy says they should be room for all of us, EVP captured 3m08 sec/3m10sec think female? Only 

Racheal 

Dee now joins the group in the cell, Andy comments on us  

hiding in the cell EVP captured 4m007sec/4m008sec Hiding 
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EVP captured 5m48secs/5m49 sec male uncomfortable 

Maria asks was there a cellar here? EVP captured faint 5m51sec/5m53ses child faint once upon a 

time 

Dee speak of the cells being spooky EVP Captured 8m07sec/8m08secs child female Derbyshire Dee 

then continues to tell the group how not wanting to go to Darby jail. 

EVP captured 8m17sec/8m18sec male whispered derby jail 

Marc in the coffin room 
 
00:56 - Marc Notes an Information Placard on A Man by The Name Of "Granville Rudd" (1936 - 
1988.)  
Curiously It Mentions That He Worked as a Teacher and Has Ties To The Location And / Or 
Surrounding Area. 
 
Marc and Racheal in the cell area 
 
01:12 Rachel And Marc Hear and Record A Male Voice On EVP Shout "Lewis." 
Communication Is Attempted but Unsuccessful. 
 
 
The Old Courtroom – Packing Away and Talk with Liz 
01:40 – 02:00 
During the chat, Liz tells us about a couple of unexplained occurrences in recent times to do with the 
alarm not setting due to the loft hatch cover upstairs mysteriously being open.   
 
Dee goes to the Middle Police Cell to photograph the trigger coins before retrieving them.  She will 
compare with the photo taken earlier to see if any movement of the coins has occurred. 
 
02.00 Investigation Ends 
 
Post-Investigation Notes: 
 
Dee 
Dee concludes that on a psychic level, she seemed to be picking up mainly residual energy.  The 
historical items – and the fact that the building is old and has had many different uses – could account 
for that.  She did not sense any presences or spirit activity. 
 
Unless there is video footage showing involuntary/unconscious spasm, Dee cannot explain how her 
torch was tugged from her hands in the Skeleton Room and ended up on the floor 4ft away without 
rolling. This has never happened to her before in over 10 years of investigating.  
 
Dee does not believe that the words generated by the Ovilus were particularly relevant and would 
certainly not count as evidence of paranormal activity.  As usual, Dee often finds that the timing of the 
Ovilus words is more interesting than the actual words themselves. 
 
There was no movement of the trigger objects (coins). 
 
Dee detected no EVPs on any of her voice recordings and no anomalies were seen in the one photo 
she took 
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Racheal Conclusions: 

 Cell Area 

Heavy rain noises heard by Marc and Dee might have possibly been due to natural weather 
phenomena due to the forecasted weather and their proximity to a cell leading to an exercise yard 
area. 

 

The strong EMF readings detected by Marc could be worthy of further investigation and research. 
There was a feeling of a presence in the cell area in general and activity was very heavy with 
interactions on / from multiple instruments. 

The name (Lewis) possibly heard by Marc and Rachel and recorded on EVP could suggest either a 
former employee or prisoner spirit.  

Would police / court records be worth examining? 

Does the museum have any records of somebody with that name? 

 

Coffin Area: 

The detection of the word "Teacher" by the Olivus Three, and the placard on Granville Rudd could be 
a link, and therefore merit further research.  

 

Upstairs Area: 

Further research on Gwenda Vera Hill might be useful. 

 

Andy 

The most active area for me as always was the stairwell.  The is always a depressive feeling in that 
area.   

 

The Cell Corridor failed to produce any camera footage unlike a previous investigation.  However, one 
of the camcorders did switch itself off and no one was in the area. Also, both the camcorder and sound 
recorder caught what sounds like the sound of cell doors being unlocked and locked up.  
Unfortunately, without knowing for sure where the curator was at this time this is yet to be confirmed 
as paranormal.      

 

Liz Davis Museum Curator   

Hi Andy,  

Thanks very much for your report. Really interesting to read about your evening.  

I am so glad you could get some time without the pubs being open.  

Also fascinating that you got some audio of cell doors opening and closing, there are no other doors 

that sound like those. Also of interest because it was sounds of the cell doors opening and closing and 

footsteps that Mr Seymour says he heard when he was locked up overnight in the cells back in the early 

1960s, and which convinced him the cells were haunted.  

Kind regards, 

Liz  
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